FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

KANGURU SOLUTIONS RELEASES NEWLY DESIGNED USB DUPLICATORS
Millis, Massachusetts – May 18th, 2011 - Kanguru Solutions today announced the release
of a new, redesigned line of hardware based USB Duplicators intended to streamline the
loading of data onto multiple USB devices.
Redesigned from the ground up, the new Kanguru USB Duplicators are faster and more
feature rich than their predecessors. These extremely reliable units also feature a built-in
500GB hard drive for storing duplication jobs (images) for quick and easy access. They
are great for sales and marketing preparation, IT work, data backups and more.
Kanguru USB Duplicators come equipped with a multi-function Liquid Crystal Display
(LCD) that makes them easy to use. The LCD menu features duplication options
including “Full”, “Brief”, “Resize” and “Smart” for a variety of copying modes. They
are compatible with all USB standards, including USB 3.0 (at USB2.0 speeds). Kanguru
USB Duplicators work with USB memory sticks as well as USB hard drives and support
all major file systems, including Windows, DOS, Linux, and Mac file system types.
“We’re very pleased with the release of this new product.” said Donald Brown, President,
CEO of Kanguru Solutions. “The proliferation of USB storage devices makes this an
incredibly useful tool for IT and marketing departments. There has never been an easier,
faster, or more efficient way to duplicate data from one USB device to as many as
necessary.”
Kanguru USB Duplicators are available in 11, 21 and 43 Target models.
About Kanguru
Kanguru Solutions develops and manufactures the world’s most manageable, secure flash
drives for use in all levels of government and enterprise business. A pioneer in portable
storage, Kanguru offers customized solutions designed around the security needs of
individual organizations. Established in Massachusetts in 1992, Kanguru has been
building high quality, portable computer storage, secure storage, DVD and hard drive
duplicators and more for nearly two decades. For more information on Kanguru
Solutions, visit their website at www.kanguru.com.
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